**What is voice transformation:**
The evolution of traditional voice services to a flexible hosted voice solution that connects teams, partners and clients almost anytime, anywhere for real-time communication and decision-making.

**Business Benefits of Voice Transformation**

- **Consolidated voice and data** with a potential for lower TCO, optimizing your budget.
- **Network Based Security across the entire system:** Private information stays that way.
- **Mobile devices** become an extension of your VPN-creating a flexible work environment.

**Plan, design and support your future voice networking design.**

- **It’s integrated:** One seamless platform for all of your communication needs.
- **It prioritizes** traffic though Class of Service. Streamline your corporate telecommunications with integrated foundation for cloud-based apps.
- **Easily scalable** It can help ensure business resiliency
- **When companies** utilized all IP, including Voice Transformation solutions, the ongoing operational cost drops by 21%.

For more information visit [att.com/voicetransformation](http://att.com/voicetransformation)